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Summary 
The production of books like Living in the Iron Age in and around Berkshire (Hutt et al. 2009) and 
Land of the Atrebates (Coombs et al. 2018) involved researching, summarising and interpreting the 
archaeology found on a large number of sites in Berkshire and parts of the surrounding counties.  
Controlling this mass of information required the archaeologists to manage large datasets.  
Producing maps required them to get involved with either geographic information systems (GIS) or 
drawing packages which support layers such as Adobe Illustrator. 

This paper is the first of two papers which explain the results of the work undertaken by the Society 
to create a set of tools, collectively known as the BAS Gazetteer, to both manage these large 
datasets and produce maps from them. 

This paper is an introduction to and specification of the system.  It shows that the overall design 
complies with the UK Historic Environment Data Standard: MIDAS and that the main objective of this 
system is to support archaeological research rather than the conservation and management of 
heritage sites – this is in the hands of the HERs. 

This document is both a specification of the system and a reference.  To use it as a reference, open it 
in MS Word, click on the Home menu, then Find in the Editing group and in the Navigation panel, 
click on Headings.  This will give you a list of headings to lead you to sections of the document. 
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1 Background 
In 2009, the Society published Living in the Iron Age in and around Berkshire (Hutt et al. 2009) and in 
2018 they published Land of the Atrebates: In and around Roman Berkshire (Coombs et al. 2018).  
These volumes summarised the archaeology of a large number of sites in and around Berkshire.  
Much of the research work leading to these publications involved reading through archaeological 
reports, summarising their contents and recording their locations.  Furthermore, the resulting 
research reports contained maps, drawn either by hand or by feeding lists of sites, their locations 
and a representation of their archaeological significance into a geographic information system (GIS)   

Looking back, most of this research information has been lost and hence anyone else wanting to 
carry out more work on Iron Age and Roman Berkshire will have to start from scratch.  This is true 
for members of the Society and university students wanting to do research into Berkshire’s 
archaeology. 

In order to preserve these research results and to provide some continuity between research 
projects, the Society set about developing a gazetteer of the archaeology of Berkshire. 
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2 The BAS Gazetteer 
2.1 Introduction  
The figure below shows the overall shape of the system, the top line shows that the purpose of the 
system is to enable you to read through archaeological reports and extract from them heritage 
information of interest and to combine that with mapping information to produce maps and other 
representations of our heritage, both now and again from time to time in the future. 

It also shows that this requires the close interaction between people with very different skill sets.  
One group are the archaeologists who understand the heritage information and the other, IT 
specialists, who understand the mapping information and the IT system which supports this activity. 

The information technologies used to support this system are: Excel spreadsheets so that 
archaeologist can easily collect information and prepare it for the system, a database system to hold 
and manage both heritage and mapping information and a geographic information system (GIS). 

 

 
Figure 2.1.  Overview of the BAS Gazetteer 

2.2 Managing heritage information 
Historic Environment Records 
The research discussed above involved accessing the Historic Environment Records of Berkshire and 
the surrounding counties.  Some of the information from these records has made been available to 
the public via the Pastscape website. 

When this system was discussed with the officers managing the Historic Environment Records for 
Berkshire Archaeology and West Berkshire, they offered the advice that the Society base its efforts 
on MIDAS: The UK Historic Environment Data Standard (Midas 2012). 

In 2016, work started on the development of a database which complied with the MIDAS standard.  
As this work progressed it became apparent that archaeological research required a finer level of 
detail than that held in the HERs for managing the historic environment and responding to planning 
applications. 
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The MIDAS standard 
This standard was developed by the Forum on Information Standards in Heritage (FISH).  The 
standard defines the information needed to record the historic environment and criteria for 
assessing compliance to the standard; a matter of concern when you consider that the local 
authorities across the UK are supporting more than 100 HERs. 

Figure 2.2 shows the overall shape of the information covered by the standard and that its principle 
subdivisions are: 

• Themes: which are areas of interest 
• Information Groups: which represent bodies of information  

A typical example is the Heritage Asset Theme which includes details which describe heritage assets.  
From an archaeological standpoint, these assets are: Monuments which represent sites, structures, 
features and standing monuments; and artefacts and ecofacts which represent archaeological finds 
and evidence found in ecological samples.  

 
Figure 2.2 An overview of the structure of MIDAS heritage  

(MIDAS 2012: 22) 
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Requirements for managing heritage information 
While the MIDAS standard identifies the types of information needed to record the historic 
environment it does not provide a detailed design or specification for the database used to hold the 
data or the information system which allows users to use it. 

Within the Berkshire Archaeological Society, we took the view that in the first instance we were only 
going to develop a database system and to link it to a geographic information system (GIS).  We 
were not going to develop a shared system or one which could be accessed via the Internet.  We 
agreed that once we have a usable database and GIS, these further requirements could be 
considered. 

Given this positioning, then the system design had to meet the following objectives: 

• The database system should support those themes and information groups of the MIDAS 
standard relevant to archaeological research and not concern itself with heritage 
assessment management activities which are a key role of local authority HERs but fall 
outside the interests of the Society 

• It should be possible to input information directly into the database system and for the 
system to flag up input errors 

• It should be possible for archaeologists to prepare spreadsheets which contain the 
information they want to feed into the database – this is required because many more BAS 
members are capable of using spreadsheets than are capable of using or motivated to use a 
raw database 

• Output from the database system would be by a combination of pre-prepared forms and/or 
spreadsheets.  This will enable archaeologists to see and manipulate the information held in 
the database 

• There are feeds from the database system into the mapping system.  Ideally, all the 
significant information which is to be represented on a map and relevant to reproducing it in 
the future should recorded in the database 

• There should be a statement of compliance so that everybody can see if and how this system 
complies with the MIDAS standard, and therefore assure our local HER officers and Historic 
England of the integrity of our work 
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Storing heritage information 
Figure 2.3 below shows the MIDAS themes and information groups implemented in this system. 

 
Figure 2.3. The parts of the MIDAS standard implemented in this phase of the BAS Gazetteer. 

Heritage Information tables 
The information related to these themes are held in a relational database where information is held 
in tables with columns and rows. The main tables (shown as blue rectangles in figure 2.4) are: 

Monument table: A monument represents a thing which imparts knowledge about the historic 
environment.  As an archaeological society we are mainly interested in archaeological and historic 
sites and features on these sites; they are all recorded as monuments.  Each row in this table 
contains information about a specific monument. 

Xfact table: contains information about finds (artefacts) and evidence found in environmental 
samples (ecofacts).  The difference between a monument and an Xfact is that if it is fixed then it’s a 
monument, if its movable then it is an artefact or ecofact. 

Datething table: contains details of dates and time periods.  The information in this table can be 
used in searches involving the computation of date information for example: ‘which monuments 
were in use between AD 100 and AD 200?’. 

Bibliography table: is used to hold references to sources of information such as articles in journals, 
Historic Environment records and Pastscape records. 

Location table is used to hold the MIDAS Location information and records the geographical location 
of a monument. 
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Record in these tables are linked by a number of junction tables.  For example, the MonDate table 
linking the Monument and Datething tables enables you to record the different time periods when a 
monument was in use.  So, the Roman villa site at Barton Court Farm was occupied in the Early Iron 
Age, a barn was constructed on the site in the 1st century AD and abandoned in the mid-2nd century 
AD, and the site was reoccupied in the 3rd and 4th centuries AD (Miles 1986).   
Figure 2.4 shows the detailed structure of the database including the junction tables. 

The ThirdParty table provides a link to heritage datasets developed by other projects, for example 
the Roman rural settlements dataset (Roman rural settlements 2016) and integrated with the BAS 
Gazetteer.  

 

 
Figure 2.4. The heritage information tables  

Tables (rectangles) and junction tables (rectangles with rounded corners). 
The details of the links between the tables is shown in figure 4.1. 
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2.3 Managing mapping information  
As shown in figure 2.1, the BAS Gazetteer is supported by a database which feeds into a geographic 
information system (GIS).  This allows the heritage information in the database to be presented in a 
series of maps.  Furthermore, as new monuments are added to the database and details of existing 
monuments are changed, new copies of these maps can be produced. 

Map layers 
A map produced by a GIS uses data from many different sources.  For example, the information we 
use to generate the topology comes from the Ordnance Survey, details to represent administrative 
boundaries comes from government websites and details of the archaeology comes from our 
Gazetteer’s database.  A GIS uses layers to manage this data; typically, each body of data occupies 
one or more layers in the GIS (Figure 2.5).  For this reason, it is vital that everybody producing maps 
from archaeological information understands the principles of how these layers are used. 

Typically, a GIS system is loaded with layers and then, in order to produce map layers, some are 
turned on to display their contents and others are turned off and their contents are not visible.   
Thus, given the stack below (Figure 2.5), then producing a map of the Roman roads with the 
contours and rivers you would turn on three layers (Contours, Rivers and Roman roads).  If you 
wanted to produce a map of Roman roads and settlements you would turn on 4 layers (Contours, 
Rivers, Roman roads and Roman settlements).  The order in which you ask the GIS to present the 
layers is key.  If you put them in the order (Roman roads, Contours, rivers, Roman settlements) then 
you would get the settlements on a map with contours and rivers but no roads because they would 
be obscured by the contours layer. 

The colours of the layers shown in Figure 5 are significant.  The green layers are preloaded into the 
GIS system; they hold representations of the landscape and fixed features such as the county 
boundary.  The blue layers represent information taken directly from the Gazetteer database, while 
the yellow layers represent interpretations of the information also taken from the Gazetteer 
database. 

 
Figure 2.5. Layers in a GIS system 
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A Map 
Within this system, a map is a representation of monuments in a predefined geographical area on a 
background which represents its geography and/or geology.  As explained above, the background 
comes from layers pre-loaded into the GIS and hence, as far as an archaeologist is concerned, are 
fixed. 

Above this are layers with details of monuments and artefacts/ecofacts, which immediately raises 
the question of how they are to be represented.  There are two schools of thought, there are those 
who represent them as icons alone and those that represent them as icons with map depiction 
codes (Figure2.6).  A comparison of the two maps shows that, while the use of map depiction codes 
allows an author to create a link from the map to a monument, the codes take up space on the map.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Examples of maps with and without map depictions codes in North East Berkshire. 
On the left from Humphreys 2019, 
0n the right from the BAS gazetteer 

This immediately raises the question of the scale of the map. 

• A large-scale map covers a small area with lots of detail  
• A small-scale map covers a larger area in less detail 

One of the shortcomings of drawing small scale maps where monuments are represented with icons 
and codes is that when several monuments are geographically close together the icons and codes 
either get confused (one overwrites another) or GIS software like QGIS decides not to print some of 
them.  This confusion is less where monuments are just represented by only icons; a mass of icons 
rightly shows a mass of monuments.  The BAS Gazetteer resolves this problem by giving a 
monument: 

• A fine-grained code which uniquely identifies the monument 
• A coarse grained reference which enables an archaeologist to use a monument (a master 

monument) to represent a group of other monuments on maps at a particular scale such as 
1:400,000 which is good for publication-quality printing of the whole of the Berkshire Region 
on an A3 page 
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Figure 2.7 shows how this works.  The left-hand large-scale map shows three monuments, while the 
right-hand small-scale map shows one monument MON11, the associated gazetteer allows you to 
identify that MON11 represents MON11, MON12 and MON13 when a small scale is selected. 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Large scale map Small scale map 

Figure 2.7. Two maps of the same area with different scales 

Using the database and the GIS 
Given this understanding then the database is used to create the information for layers in the GIS 
and the GIS is used to combine the layers to produce the maps for multiple uses such as for 
publication in journals or printed as posters (Figure 2.8).  A key feature of figure 2.8 is that it shows 
that using the system requires a close collaboration between an archaeologist working on the 
archaeology and the gazetteer administrator who is actually producing the maps.  From time to time 
they may need to work together on a computer to actually draw layers free hand or to tidy up layers 
generated by the GIS. 

 
Figure 2.8. The operation of the BAS Gazetteer. 
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Requirements to be met by the BAS Gazetteer for holding mapping information  
A review of the maps in Living in the Iron Age in and around Berkshire (Hutt et al. 2009) shows that 
the BAS Gazetteer must have the following capabilities: 

• The operation of the system should be as transparent as possible so that everybody involved 
understands what is happening 

• When a set of maps for a project has been produced, the database should contain 
information so that, in a few years’ time, when everybody has forgotten how the maps were 
produced, they can be updated and the maps reproduced 

• The database should be able to hold information for many different research projects 
• A project or a number of projects must be able to publish a series of maps which conform to 

a consistent “House Style”  
• A map consists of multiple layers and the record of which layers are used to generate each 

map must be held in the database 
• A map consists of many different types of monument each of which can be represented by a 

distinctive map depiction icon.   
• It should be possible to use colour to differentiate between monuments and Xfacts of the 

same type which meet different archaeological criteria.  For example: you can show all 
Roman villa sites and then highlight those occupied in the Early Roman period or all those 
where Silchester ware pottery has been found 

• It should be possible for readers of a paper to view a map and to use the map depiction 
icons and codes on that map to access the associated monument or artefact descriptions in 
the gazetteer 

• It should be possible to use file naming conventions to help control the linkage between the 
layer data files produced from the database, the layers held in the GIS and a map.  
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Map Depiction tables 
Figure 2.9 shows the tables which are linked to the Monument table to handle map depictions.  They 
are: 

MapSquishSet table: In this design the collective term for a set of maps with the same scale relating 
to the same subject is a squish of maps.  The term ‘scale’ has additional connotations that were 
avoided by using the term ‘squish’. 

The MapSquishSet table describes each of these sets of maps 

RepresentedBy table: identifies in a specified squish of maps where a monument represents itself or 
when one monument is represented by another. 

DepictionCodeSet table: identifies a set of MapDepictionCodes.  For example, the BAS Iron Age and 
Roman projects use the same set of map depiction codes. 

MapDepiction table: identifies the map depiction code to be used for a monument in a 
MapSquishSet. 

It is very likely that a project has a unique MapSquishSet which is closely linked to a 
MapDepictionCodeSet. 

 
Figure 2.9. The map depiction tables 
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Mapping information tables 
The tables used to hold this information are: 

Project table: which holds details of projects which added information to the database 

Area table: which represents project study areas  

Area line table: which delimits a project study area by recording a series of British National Grid 
references 

Project map table: which identifies the maps used in a project 

Map table: there is row in this table for each map 

MapLayer table contains details of the layers used to present a map and the order in they are to be 
assembled by the GIS.  

Layer table: there is a row in this table for each layer of mapping information.  As explained above, 
some layers contain information from external sources and some are generated from the heritage 
information 

SQL query table: contains the SQL statements used to generate data for a layer from the heritage 
data in the database 

 
Figure 2.10. The tables used to hold mapping information 
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2.4 This is an open ended and extensible system 
One of the challenges of developing any database system or any system which is to be used by 
research workers is that it needs to be open ended and extensible.  The need for this is amply 
demonstrated when you consider the tables used by the Roman Rural Settlement project to record 
and analyse pottery (Roman rural settlement 2016) and the Beyond Tribal Hidage database tables 
(Harrington and Welch 2014) to record and analyse artefacts. 

Within this design the simplest way to integrate datasets is through the ThirdParty table.  This 
provides a linkage between this system database and other project databases.  Using this link allows 
you to generate database queries which span the linked databases. 

Another way forward is to create new tables within this system to collect more specialised 
information.  This approach means the archaeologist uses the existing tables for recording 
monuments and their locations etc but then creates new tables to contain the new information they 
need to collect.   
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3 Heritage information 
This section discusses a number of matters which Archaeologists and Gazetteer administrators need 
to bear in mind when recording and using this system. 

3.1 Identifiers and information loads 
Every system currently in use, for example, the 100 or so HERs, Pastscape, the Roman rural 
settlements project (2016) has its own set of monument and other identifiers and this is a problem 
insofar a lot of time and effort is spent allocating identifiers and checking to ensure that all the 
different identifiers for a monument are correctly recorded. 

Historic England has the opportunity to define a standard and a process so that throughout the UK, 
each monument has a unique and unchangeable identifier.  This opens the way for archaeological 
contractors (everybody working on a monument) to create and/or update records for associated 
monuments as part of their project report thereby providing a joined-up approach to managing our 
historic environment.  Over time, this could save many hours of work for the heritage sector, a 
sector of the economy where funds are tight and resources scarce.   

Our contribution to this effort is to declare that all identifiers should be 15 characters long 

3.2 Monuments and phases of use of a monument 
At its highest level, a single coherent archaeological site is a monument and, if all that could be 
identified was a single period of occupation, recording it as a single monument would be all that is 
necessary.  However, most archaeological sites are more complicated than this; archaeologists often 
reveal different phases of occupation and use.  In terms, found in archaeological agency theory 
(Dobres and Robb 2000; Hutt 2004), these phases of use are known as locales – best thought of as a 
contiguous area of a site, a feature of a combination of contexts relating to a phase of human 
behaviour or an event. 

Depending pending on the research, these phases/locales may need to be recorded as monuments 
in their own right.  These lower level monuments are treated, in this design, as ‘child’ monuments of 
the main or ‘parent’ monument.  In order to make records of these complex sites as simple as 
possible, the database uses two variables: monument identifier and monument level plus a record in 
the MonMon table to link the ‘parent’ and ‘child’ monument records. 

Using this mechanism:  

A stand-alone site with one single phase of occupation/locale has a MonumentLevel =0 

A site with several phases of occupation/locales is recorded using: 

• A top level ‘parent’ monument record with a MonumentLevel=1 with a summary description 
of the site 

• A succession of ‘child’ monuments; one for each of the phase of occupation/;ocate with 
MonumentLevel =2   

The system supports up to 5 levels of child, grandchild etc relationships.  This allows you to record 
complex sites like Roman Silchester which would have monument records at the level of: Roman 
Silchester, Insula, House, Room, Feature.  By making it easy to record this level of complexity in the 
database, the system makes it easier for archaeologists to capture what is natural and required, 
rather than having to force a complex situation into a limited framework. 
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3.3 Handling monument alternative types 
Sometimes in a project, on one set of maps you want to record a monument as one type, for 
example, a settlement, while on another you would want to record the same monument with a 
different type, for example, an enclosed settlement.  In this design, you do this by recording this 
information as a child monument with the required MonumentType and a MonumentLevel = 8.  In 
this case, the MonumentLevel of the parent remains unchanged (e.g. it 0 or 1) because an 
alternative type is not a true child. 

3.4 Handling groups of monuments 
There are occasions when you want to define a group of sites as a monument in its own right.  For 
example, the Roman period Alice Holt Pottery industry embraces at least 10 sites in and around Alice 
Holt Forest.  You record this by creating a monument record for the Alice Holt Pottery Industry with 
a MonumentLevel =9 and using the MonMon table to link this entry with all the monument records 
of the sites where evidence of producing Alice Holt pottery was found.  Note, typically, these sites 
should have their MonumentLevel = 0 or 1. 
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3.5 The record quality of a monument 
One of the key tasks of anybody carrying out archaeological research is to identify monuments which 
are archaeologically significant insofar as they contain information which meets the research goals 
of a project. 

On a more general level, when looking at the Berkshire Region, we need to differentiate between 
monuments where the totality of the archaeological or historical record contains lots of useful 
information from those with little or no information.   

In order to do this, we have introduced a measure: the record quality of a monument. 

A monument with a class 1 record has a written report or reports with details of its location and 
structures, artefacts, ecofacts together with the contexts in which they were found and details of 
any constraints (for example the collection methods used on site) which would have excluded the 
collection of any of the above.  It should also have the results of post excavation activities such as 
radio carbon dates.  Finally, it should have an interpretation of the use of the monument with 
associated dates.  Typically, these are archaeological sites which have been excavated since the 
1970s. 

A monument with a class 2 record has a written report or reports with details of its location, 
structures, artefacts and some obvious ecofacts together with an interpretation of the use of the site 
with dates.  This monument would normally be excavated and recorded but not to the standards of 
a class 1 monument. 

A monument with a class 3 record has a written report with details of its location, and some details 
of structures and artefacts.   This could be a monument which was identified by aerial photograph or 
geophysics survey and then inspected and/or fieldwalked or test pitted.  

A monument with a class 4 record is typically a find spot.  It has a location, a type and details of the 
artefact or artefacts found on the site. 

A monument with a class 5 record records a monument which has been found by aerial or LIDAR 
survey but where there are no written reports of further visits or fieldwork undertaken to verify that 
it actually exists.  The only way we know of its existence is because we found it in a survey or it is 
recorded on an HER or in a publication. 

A monument with a class 9 record: has yet to be properly assessed 

Given the above then typical classifications are: 

• Excavations by Oxford and Wessex Archaeology with reports in Berkshire Archaeological 
Journal volume 82 (Cooke 2016): class 1 

• Cox Green villa excavations (Bennett 1962): class 2 
• Wickham Bushes geophysics survey and fieldwalking (Ford 2005): class 3 
• East Berkshire survey (Ford 1987): class 3 
• Wallingford hoard: class 4 
• Some of the sites identified Gates aerial survey (Gates 1975): class 5 
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3.6 Handling date periods 
Date periods are recorded in the Datething table.  The dates when a monument was occupied are 
recorded by linking the monument record to entries in the Datething table using the MonDate table. 

Pastscape has a list of standard date periods.  It is proposed that when a compliant database is set 
up these should be established in the Datething table as archaeological periods.  This will enable 
archaeologists to link monument records to these entries.  

Similarly, if you are working on a project with a fixed chronology.  For example, the Berkshire Iron 
Age project used the Cunliffe 5 Iron Age periods chronology, then these periods should also 
established as a standard chronology in the Datething table. 

Needless to say, if you are recording a site where the excavators have been able to establish specific 
dates for periods of occupation, then these should also be recorded in the Datething table. 

The use of these different date periods, means that, when, while working on a project with a 
chronology, you come to create a monument record, you can link it to the Pastscape dates and if 
appropriate the project chronology dates and create entries in the Datething table for the 
excavator’s dates.  These date ranges can overlap and may be synonyms, reflecting not only 
genuinely different occupation periods but also coping with different archaeological dating systems 
and interpretations; their use allows you to search them in a fuzzy way to identify a single instance 
of a monument against a given date or date range. 

3.7 Bibliographic information 
The veracity of this work depends on having bibliographic details which links the results of your 
research with relevant archaeological evidence, usually a fieldwork report but also information 
recorded in Historic Environment Records (HERs), on Pastscape and on websites.    

For every well excavated monument there are at least three such records: the excavation report, an 
HER entry and a Pastscape entry.  The BAS Iron Age and Roman projects each record around 300 to 
400 monuments which means that for these two projects alone there were at least 1000 
bibliographic entries. 

3.8 Location and MapDepictions 
Every monument has a unique location recorded in the location table.   This defines its British 
National Grid Reference, postal address, and its parish.  Normally, for child monuments the location 
identifier for the parent is copied into the monument record for the child.  Remember this is not an 
automated system, this copy ensures the child monument inherits its location from its parent. 

As explained in section 2, this system also allows you to define a number of MapDepictiosns for a 
monument depending on the scale of the maps you are planning to draw. 

3.9  
3.10 Tables and relationships between tables 
The BAS Gazetteer is based on a relational database where data is held in tables, with columns in a 
table representing the data items.  There are relationships between the tables representing integrity 
constraints which link the tables together and which are managed by the database system 

Figure 3.1 shows the database schema.  The coloured squares represent tables, the links between 
them are the relationships.  

From the user’s point of view these relationships help ensure that the information held in the 
database is correct.  For example, the relationship between the Monument table and the Location 
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table ensures that every monument be it a stand-alone monument, a parent or a child monument 
has a valid location.  Similarly, the linkages between the Monument and Xfact table ensure that 
every Xfact is related to a monument.  One implication of this is that to record a metal detector find 
you have to make entries in the Location, Monument and Xfact tables, to record where it was found, 
details of its find spot and what It was. 

These relationships also impose restrictions on how data is recorded in the database.  A monument’s 
location has to be recorded before the monument is recorded, and a monument has to be recorded 
before its Xfacts, Representedby and MapDepictions 

 

 
Figure 3.1. Heritage information schema (BAS-db erd heritage 1-00)  

The codes in the left hand column of each table definition are: 
PK – primary key. Eeach primary key value is unique and identifies one and only one 
row in the table 
FK – foreign key is key which uniquely identifies a row in another table.  These keys 
maintain the referential integrity of the database 
N: nullable identifies that this entry in the table can hold an unassigned value 
Blank: means that a value must be assigned to this entry in the table. It cannot be null 

The codes in the right hand column identify the type and size of that entry.  For example, 
VARCHAR (15) means up to 15 characters  
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4 Design of the tables to hold heritage information 
This section records the design of tables to hold heritage information, the tables to hold mapping 
information are described later. 

4.1 Monument table 
The monument table is used to represent a thing which imparts knowledge about the historic 
environment.  As an archaeological society we are mainly interested in archaeological and historic 
sites and features on these sites.  If it is fixed then it’s a monument.  If its movable then it is an 
artefact or ecofact. 

 
Figure 4.1. The Monument table 

copied from Figure 3.1 
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Information held in the monument table includes:  

MonumentId: which uniquely identifies the monument in the monument table.   

A monument may also have unique identifiers in an HER and in Pastscape.  In this system these 
additional identifiers are held in the Bibliography table. 

LocationId: which refers to the entry in the location table which defines the location of the 
monument 

HeritageAssetName: this is the common name given to the site plus parts of its address is make it 
easy to find.  Again, a monument must have a HeritageAssetName (it is mandatory). 

MonumentType: is the overall type assigned to the site, for example: Roman villa, settlement, 
hillfort.  A monument must have a type (its mandatory).  It can be used to control the map depiction 
icon used to represent the site on a map.  

Note: If a monument has several types then one type is recorded in this (parent) record, the other 
types are recorded in child monument records with a MonumentLevel=8. 

MonumentLevel: as described above, this is used to indicate whether this is a stand-alone 
monument record (0), a parent monument record (0), a child monument record (2-7), an 
additional/alternative monument type for a monument (8) or a monument embracing a group of 
monuments (9). 

RecordQuality: this records the quality of the monument (see above). 

Fieldworkevents: details of fieldwork.  This is a text field; it has not been structured. 

MonumentDescription: to describe the archaeology. 

MonumentInterpretation: to describe the significance of the archaeology. 

Compiler: who wrote, takes responsibility for or last edited the entry in the database. 

DateCreated: is the date when the record was created in the database. 

DateLastUpdated: when the record was last changed. 

SourceOrg: this is only used if the MonumentDescription is literally copied from another source, for 
example, an HER record.  This identifies the source of the description.  The SourceNum contains the 
reference.  The implication of using this field is that the archaeologist has added no value to 
monument’s description 

SourceNum: This is the reference number of the source of the Description given in SourceOrg 

ExternalFieldWork: This is a blob field which can be used to store non text,  such as photographs and 
whole documents 

DBAcontrol: used by the Gazetteer administrator to identify load activity on this table entry 
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4.2 MonMon table 
This records the relationships between monuments.  It is designed so you can access a monument 
and find its children and vice versa.  

 
Figure 4.2 The MonMon table and its relationships with the Monument table 

copied  from figure 3.1 

The columns in the table are: 

MonIdParent: which identifies the parent monument 

MonIdChild: which identifies a child monument 

DBAcontrol: used by the Gazetteer administrator identify load activity on this table entry 

Both MonIdParent and MonIdChild link to entries in the Monument table. 
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4.3 Xfact table 
This is used to record details of an artefact or ecofact found at a monument.   

 
Figure 4.3. The Xfact table 

copied from figure 3.1 
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The columns of this table are: 

MonumentId: This refers to the row in the monument table which records the monument where the 
artefact or ecofact was found (mandatory).  

XfactId: This identifies the Xfact.   This is its unique identifier irrespective of the MonumentId 

Note: findspots are treated as a type of monument, so to record a findspot you need to create 
entries in the Location, Monument and Xfact tables. 

If you want to hold generic details about a particular type of artefacts, for example Samian ware 
produced in Central Gaul, then you may need to record Central Gaul as a monument and add a row 
or rows in the Xfact table for its pottery . 

HeritageAssetName: a name given to the Xfact. 

MaterialType: the material or materials used to create the Xfact.  For artefacts this includes: bone, 
iron, pottery, etc. 

Where an artefact is made from more than one type of material, then this should be a list of the 
types.  For example a knife with a bone handle would have a type of: iron bone. 

One implication of this is that all searches of MaterialType will have to use SQL terms such as 
“contains “bone”” or “contains “iron””. 

MaterialSubtype: qualification of a material type. 

ProducedAtMonId: a monument where this Xfact may have been produced. 

FindsDescription: a description of the Xfact. 

ExternalFindInfo: this is blob field which can be used to store non text data such as a photograph or 
a document. 

RecoveryMethod: specialist information on the recovery of the artefact or ecofact. 

StorageLocation: where the artefact or ecofact is stored. 

Compiler: who wrote or last edited the entry in the database. 

DateCreated: is the date when the record was created in the database. 

DateLastUpdated: when the record was last change. 

DBAcontrol: used by the Gazetteer administrator to identify load activity on this table entry. 
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4.4 Datething table 
The Datething table records numeric information so that entries can be searched to find monuments 
which were in use during a given time or period. 

A row in this table can represent a single year or century, a year or century period.  As shown by 
work on the Iron Age, Roman and Anglo-Saxon periods, there is a need to record other periods.  For 
example, the Iron Age can have a chronology of the Earliest, Early, Middle, Late and Latest periods.   

It is envisaged that when a project starts it will create a chronology or chronologies for the project 
and establish them in the Datething table and then as monuments are recorded in the Monument 
table link them to these entries in the Datething table. 

For this reason, the Datething table holds date information while the MonDate table allows the 
dates of a monument to relate to several different types of entry in the Datething Table. 
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Figure 4.4. The Datething table and its relationship with the Monument table 

copied from Figure 3.1 
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The columns in the Datething table are: 

DatethingId: Uniquely identifies entries in the Datething table 

DateClass: which identifies the type of date in this entry.  Typical types of date thing are: single year, 
single century, period year, period century, Roman emperor, radio carbon date,  

PeriodName: the name given to a period. 

PeriodStart: an integer used to hold the year start of a period or a single year or century. 

PeriodEnd: an integer used to hold the year end of a period. 

ScientificDate: typically, a copy of the date information from a dating laboratory. 

ScientificMethod: identifies the scientific laboratory and the dating method they used. 

MoreInformation: more information about this date.  Most importantly where it was recorded 
preferable with a bibliographic reference, for example (Bennet 1962: 65). 

DBAcontrol: used by the Gazetteer administrator load activity on this table entry. 

 

The table below shows how DateClass relates to three of the columns in the Datething table  

DateClass setting PeriodName PeriodStart PeriodEnd 

year description Year value  

century  Century value  

period year  Year start Year end 

period century   Century start Century end 

Pastscape period Period name Year start Year End 

Roman emperors Emperor name Year Start Year End 

Project named 
period 

Period name Year start Year End 

Note: dates and centuries BC are handled as negative numbers. 

Figure 4.5. Table of DateClasses 

Project named periods need to be unique across all projects.  
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4.5 MonDate table 
This holds the links between a monument and the dates which relate to it. 

The entries in the table are: 

MonumentId: which identifies a monument 

DatethingId: which represents an entry in the Datething table  

DBAcontrol: used by the Gazetteer administrator to identify load activity on this table entry. 

 

4.6 Bibliography table 
In this system, a bibliographic entry holds details of where evidence relating to a monument was 
found. 

The general rule is that when you write a Monument description you should include bibliographic 
references as normal, for example (Bennet 1962: 65).  Associated with this should be an entry in the 
Bibliography table for Smith 2011.   

If details of a site are found on Pastscape or a local HER, then the monument identifier from that 
system should go into the Bibliography table. 

 
Figure 4.6. Bibliography table 

Copied from Figure 3.1  
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The bibliography table has the following columns: 

BibliographyId this uniquely identifies a single bibliographic entry.   

BibliographyClass: this identifies the type of reference in this entry. Values are: 

article , Pastscape, HER, File, Image, church, other 

SourceInfo: If Bibliography class is HER, then the HER name, one of WestBerksHER, OxonHER, 
BucksHER, LondonHER, SurreyHER, HantsHER, WiltsHER plus any others  

InTextRef: the reference used within text, for example Smith 2018 

FullBibliographyReference:  

If the BibliograpyClass is article, this contains a full bibliographic reference as it would appear 
in the Berkshire Archaeological Journal or any other journal. 

If BibliographyClass is Pastscape then FullBibliographyReference contains the Pastscape 
monument number.  You can use this in the Pastscape advanced search dialogue to access the 
Pastscape monument record. 

If BibliographyClass is HER then SourceInfo names the Historic Environment Record authority, 
for example, Berkshire Archaeology, and FullBibliographyReference contains the HER 
reference. 

If BibliographyClass is File then the FullBibliographyReference contains the file name 
containing the referenced information. 

If BibliographyClass is Image the image field (see below) contains the information. 

DigitalCopy: (BAS Design extra to MIDAS), availability of digital copy to BAS members. 

CopyrightNote: In the BAS gazetteer this is intended for Image only.  This contains details of any 
copyright, including the holder and any rights which have been granted to the Society.   

CopyrightType: In the BAS gazetteer this is intended for Image only.  This states whether this is item 
is under copyright or out of copyright.  There are no prescribed types - 

DateOrigination: In the BAS gazetteer this is intended for Image only. Dating of the image material, 
for example 1945. 

DateCreated: is the date when the record was created in the database 

DateLastUpdated: when the record was last changed 

ArchiveType: In the BAS gazetteer this is intended for Image only, for example aerial photograph 

ArchiveLocation: In the BAS gazetteer this is intended for Image only. It explains where a copy of this 
item may be found, for example: in the BARL library  or Fred Smith has a digital copy  

ArchiveFormat: In the BAS gazetteer this is intended for Image only, for example on paper 

Image: In the BAS gazetteer this is intended for Image only  This is a blob field which can be store the 
actual image: e.g. a photograph, a Word Document etc. 

DBAcontrol: used by the Gazetteer administrator to identify load activity on this table entry 
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4.7 MonBib table 
This is used to maintains links between a monument and its bibliographic records. 

The columns in the table are: 

MonumentId: which refers to an entry on the Monument table 

BibliographyId: which refers to an entry in the Bibliography table 

DBAcontrol: used by the Gazetteer administrator to identify load activity on this table entry 

 

4.8 XfactBib table 
This table allows you to record details of reports and other references which relate to an Xfact. 

The columns in this table are: 

XfactId: Every Xfact has a unique identifier 

BibiographyId: which identifies a row in the Bibliography table 

DBAcontrol: used by the Gazetteer administrator to identify load activity on this table entry 
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4.9 Location table 
This records the geographical form of a monument and location where it was found.  Possible forms 
are: 

• A point defined by a single BNG reference 
• A line defined by a succession of BNG reference points 
• A polygon defined by closed list of BNG reference points (Depending on the GIS, the last 

point is connected to the first) 
• On an imported image which can be produced using a variety of applications, most typically 

a GIS or CAD application and then loaded into the GIS as a JPEG or PNG raster file 

 
Figure 4.7. The Location, LocLine and ModernParish tables 

copied from Figure 3.1  
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The columns in the Location table are: 

LocationId: which uniquely identifies a row in this table. 

LocationName: name given to the modern site.  This often takes a form which is memorable and 
unambiguous such as ‘Manor Farm, Thatcham’. 

LocationClass: with values of point, line, polygon and imported. 

StreetAddress: which is the modern postal address 

ParishCode: to match the ModernParish table (see below) 

BNG: If LocationClass is point, this contains the British National Grid reference with at least 2 
characters and 6 numbers (e.g. SU 657 891).  The spaces are optional. 

ImportedLayerName: records the filename of a JPEG or similar file 

Explanation: a text field which gives more details of this Location 

BASgeologygroup: with values Group 1, Group 2 etc.  These groups were identified by Sharpe 
(Sharpe 2018). 

DBAcontrol: used by the Gazetteer administrator to identify load activity on this table entry 

4.10 LocLine table 
This table holds a set of points for a Location with a LocationClass of line or polygon. 

The columns in the table are: 

LocationId: combined with LocLIneSequence to uniquely identify a row in this table 

LocLineSeqence: the number of the point along a line or round a polygon.  For a polygon, the GIS 
should draw a line from the last in the sequence to the first and should support a fill colour for its 
interior. 

BNG: British National Grid reference of the point (see above)  

DBAcontrol: used by the Gazetteer administrator to identify load activity on this table entry 

4.11 ModernParish 
This identifies a modern parish. 

The columns in this table are: 

ParishCode: three character code generated for the parishes in the BAS study areas 

ModernAdminName: civil parish or non parish area  

ModernAdminArea: county or borough authority (providing a HER team) 

ModernAdminType: civil parish, district, unitary authority or London borough 

HistoricalCounty: provided in the Ordnance Survey Boundaries dataset 

DBAControl: used by the Gazetteer administrator to identify load activity on this table entry. 
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4.12 MapSquishSet 
On a project you normally draw a series of map which represent the monuments in your study area.  
However, these maps may have different scales.  For example, the Berkshire Iron Age project (Hutt 
et al. 2009) published a set of maps which we developed at a 1:200,000 scale but published so they 
fitted on to an A4 page.  However, the exhibition of the same material, included larger scale maps of 
each of the 12 Iron Age communities.  In the BAS gazetteer these two different scale maps are 
represented by two entries in the MapSquishSet table: one of the small-scale maps and the other for 
the large-scale maps. 

The entries in the MapSquishSet table (Figure 4.8) are: 

MapSquishSetId: which is the identifier for the Squish set of maps. 

MapSquishSetDescription: which is a free text description giving details of a set of maps. 

DBAControl: used by the Gazetteer administrator to identify load activity on this table entry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8. The tables used to link monuments and map depiction codes 
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4.13 RepresentedBy table 
As discussed above, the RepresentedBy table is used to you to vary the map depiction code used to 
represent a monument on maps with different scales.  You should always assume that you are going 
to draw large scale maps with enough space so that every monument can be represented by an icon 
and its map depiction code.  However, if you are planning a series of small-scale maps, the system 
allows you to identify monuments which will represent others in its vicinity.  Figure 4.8 shows the 
tables used to do this. 

The RepresentedBy table has the following columns: 

MonumentId: this is the MonumentId of the monument to be represented on a map 

MapSquishSet: this identifies a MapSquishSet which has been described in the MapSquishSet table 

MonMasterId: this identifies the monument which is going to represent the monument identified by 
the MonumentId.   

DBAControl: used by the Gazetteer administrator to identify load activity on this table entry. 

4.14 MapDepictionCodeSet 
One of the challenges of archaeology is that monuments are often occupied for long periods of time, 
for example, Jennet’s Park. Bracknell, was occupied during the Iron Age and Roman periods.  One 
implication of this is that if the BAS gazetteer is to hold details from several projects, there needs to 
be a mechanism to allow them to refer to the same monuments with different map depiction codes. 

A map depiction code set represents a name space where the map depiction codes are unique.   

The columns in the MapDepictionCodeSet table are: 

MapDepictionCodeSetId:  this identifies the code set 

MapDepictionCodeDescription: this describes the code set by summarising the criteria used by a 
project to identify relevant monuments 

DBAControl: used by the Gazetteer administrator to identify load activity on this table entry. 

4.15 MapDepiction 
The role of this table is to ensure that within a given MapDepictionCodeSet, the map depiction codes 
are unique. 

The columns in the MapDepiction table are: 

MapDepictionCodeSetId: which identifies the relevant MapDepictionCode 

MapDepictionCode: this is the code which will be presented on a map 

Monumentid: is the monument which this code represents 

DBAControl: used by the Gazetteer administrator to identify load activity on this table entry. 

Note: The way this table works is that when codes are added to the table the combination of the 
MapDepictionCodeSetId and the MapDepictionCode are used to ensure that the codes are unique.  
(These are the primary key to this table).  When the codes are selected to put them on a map, the 
MonMasterId from the RepresentedBy table is used to access the table and the 
MapDepictionCodeSetId used to select the relevant MapDepictionCode.   
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5 Inputting heritage information 
5.1 Workbook and loads 
One way of inputting information into the database is through spreadsheets.  Designing 
spreadsheets is easy and people do it all the time.  Nevertheless it proved to be a challenge.  In order 
to encourage others to use our standard design, the next few paragraphs describe our various 
efforts.   

The first design was a single spreadsheet which combined details about a Monument, Location and 
MapDepiction and single bibliographic entry.  One of the benefits of this approach was that there 
was a tight integration between these  items of information.  The downside was that it was not 
possible to input information about child monuments or to record that there may be several 
bibliographic references for any given monument. 

The second design, created a workbook where the input for each of the database tables is held in a 
separate spreadsheet.  This design enables you to record child monuments but led to the situation 
where it was easy for the details of the monument, its location and mapdepictioncode to become 
separated or be confused with other entries for other monuments. 

This third design allows you to record heritage data in a workbook with up to 7 different types of 
spreadsheet.  The contents of such a workbook is called a load.  Figure 5.1 shows the process for 
handling a load.  It shows that when you submit a load you are likely to receive comments because 
of inconsistencies in the data.  Addressing these comments may require you to make changes and 
resubmit.  Experience has shown that you may need to resubmit the load several times before it can 
be added to the database.  This can be frustrating but getting the data right will bring benefits.  Once 
the load has been added to the database you should receive feedback in the form of a map, a 
spreadsheet with test data and maybe a copy of the database.   

In order to keep control over all this material, it is recommended that you create a load folder to 
hold all the files related to that load. 

The spreadsheets that you might want to include in a load workbook are.  

5.2 Control spreadsheet 
This summarises the information presented in the workbook and in each of the spreadsheets in the 
workbook.   

Recording a row in any of these spreadsheets requires the archaeologist to allocate identifiers for 
the entries in the database tables; the control spreadsheet records for each of the tables the first 
and last identifiers used in these tables.     

Feedback to confirm that the data has been added to the database – this can take the form of 
spreadsheets and or maps 

5.3 MonReg (Monument Registration) spreadsheet 
A row in this spreadsheet has columns which match the columns in the following tables: Monument, 
Location, MonBib, Bibliography, RepresentedBy (fine). RepresentedBy (coarse) and MapDepiction. 

The columns for Represented By (fine) and RepresentedBy (coarse) enable you to create two entries 
in the RepresentedBy table.  The fine entry monument represents the monument itself and the 
coarse entry is used to present it on a small scale (1:400,000) map. 

The spreadsheet can be used to record a monument’s child monuments; they typically represent a 
phase of use.  You link the child to the parent’s entry in the Location table by copying the parent’s 
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LocationId into the child monument row of the spreadsheet. (Note: No attempt has been made to 
develop automated inheritance of a child’s location from its parent, so this is a manual operation.) 

The normal convention is to use the single line of Bibliography information in the MonReg 
spreadsheet to record the reference where you first found details of the monument.  Further 
bibliographic references may be recorded in the Bibiography spreadsheet (see below). 

5.4 MonMon spreadsheet 
This has columns which exactly match the MonMon table and allows you to record an entry in the 
MonMon table for each row in the spreadsheet.  You create entries in this table to record 
monument parent-child relationships. 

5.5 MonDate spreadsheet 
This enables you to match a monument with entries in the Datething table.  As described above, 
most of the time these are entries linking the monument with relevant Pastscape and project 
chronology dates.  If the monument excavator has assigned dates to phases of occupation, these 
should be added using the Datething spreadsheet 

5.6 Datething spreadsheet 
This has columns which exactly matches the Datething table and allows you to record entry in the 
this table for each row in the spreadsheet.  Once the system has been set up with Pastscape and 
project specific date periods, you only use this spreadsheet when you are recording excavator 
specific dates for a monument. 

5.7 Bib & MonBib spreadsheet 
This has columns which exactly match the columns of the Bibliography and MonBib tables and allows 
you to record additional bibliographic references for a monument.  Each row in the spreadsheet 
creates a row in both the Bibliography and MonBib tables. 

5.8 Xfact spreadsheet 
Each row in this spreadsheet generates one row in both the Xfact table.  The columns in the 
spreadsheet exactly match the columns of the Xfact table. 

5.9 Bib & XBib spreadsheet 
This has columns which exactly match the columns of the Bibliography and XBib tables, and allows 
you to record bibliographical references directly against an Xfact (rather than its associated 
monument).  Each row in the spreadsheet will direct the creation of an additional linked record in 
each of these tables 

5.10 Developing spreadsheets in a load workbook 
Developing a set of linked spreadsheets in a workbook can be a challenge; however, MS Excel 
provides a facility which enables you to view spreadsheets in a workbook in separate windows – 
(Click View and New Window).  You can also move and copy spreadsheets from one workbook to 
another (Right click on the spreadsheet tab at the bottom of the spreadsheet, then in the popup 
menu click on Move or Copy)  
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5.11 Workbook spreadsheet names 
Within the workbook, the titles of the spreadsheets are tabs along the bottom line of the workbook. 

All spreadsheets should have a name of the form:  XXX_vNN where: 

XXX is one of the spreadsheet names identified above 

vNN contains the letter ‘v’ followed by a two digit version number 

A typical example is MonReg_v01 

(Note. Always use an underscore “_” before the version numbers, there is a bug in MS Excel which is 
triggered by the use of a hyphen.)   

The Gazetteer administrator, has ways of finding what you have changed. There is no need to mark 
the changes.  

5.12 Editing existing information in the database 
Loading data into the database takes time, for example, loading the gazetteers in Living in the Iron 
Age… (Hutt et al. 2009: 131-166) took 11 loads.  This means that there is sometimes a need to 
change details in a table once it has been loaded.  You do this by providing an edits spreadsheet in 
the load workbook. 

Where the data you want to change is not a key to a table you identify: 

• The table, for example Monument 
• The entry in the table using the table Identifier and some other other information to 

confirm that this is the right entry (for example M001-003 Whitehall Brick and Tile) 
• the column in the table (for example MonumentLevel) 
• The new value (for example “1”) 

You would use the above if you have loaded Whitehall Brick and Tile with MonumentLevel=0 in one 
load and later wanted to add a child monument and hence would need to change the 
Monumentlevel from “0” to “1”  

Where the data you want to change involves the key field of the table, you have to delete the table 
entry and resubmit it.  For entries in junction tables, for example the MonMon, MonDate or MonBib 
table this is comparatively simple, you just identify the table entries.  For entries in the main tables, 
for example the Monument, Datething, Bibliography or Location table, then you need to delete  any 
associated entries in the junction tables before you can delete the entry in these tables. 

Note: The Gazetteer administrators will find their own ways of managing these more complex 
changes, but should keep records and in case should use update queries rather than direct manual 
changes on the database which can be archived along with the loads. 
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5.13 Loading a workbook into the database 
Figure 5.1 shows the process used to add data to the BAS Gazetteer database.   

 
Figure 5.1. The process for inputting heritage information into the gazetteer database 

When the Gazetteer administrator receives a heritage data load, they copy the data into a separate 
set of spreadsheets, one for each database table, and then uses a MS Access table Append dialogue 
to load them into the database.  If any errors are detected during this process, the who load is 
returned to the archaeologist and the whole process starts again. 

The constraints implied in the database schema (Figure 3.1) means that the order in which data is 
fed into the tables is: 

1. Load Location table 
2. Load Monument table 
3. Load Datething table 
4. Load Bibliography table 
5. Load RepresentedBy table 
6. Load MapDepiction table 
7. Load MonMon table 
8. Load MonDate table 
9. Load MonBib table  
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6 Mapping information 
6.1 Raster and vector data, shapefiles and groups of layers in a GIS 
Within a GIS, data is held as either raster or vector data.   

• Raster data is recorded as an array of points (pixels).  Information held as raster includes 
digital scans of maps, aerial photographs, satellite images and lidar data; , all typically loaded 
via jpg, tif or png files 

• Vector data is recorded as points, lines and polygons.  Data held as vectors include contours 
rivers, boundaries (for example county and parish boundaries) and linear features.  The 
power of the machine is that it can swallow up a vector image containing hundreds of 
thousands of very small line segments.  QGIS has features which allow you to convert from 
vector data to raster data and raster data to polygon (vector) data. 

A shapefile is a file of geospatial vector data which conforms to the ESRi shapefile specification (ESRi 
1998), an open standard for data interoperability which was developed and regulated by ESRi, a 
world leading developer of GIS software (ARCgis).  A shapefile is actually held in 3 physical files: a 
main file, an index file and a dBASE file.  A typical set of shapefile files recording details of Berkshire 
rivers would be: 

• Main file name: berkshirerivers.shp 
• Index file: berkshirerivers.shx 
• dBASE file: berkshirerivers.dbf 

Each layer of mapping information held in QGIS can be archived as a shapefile.  Furthermore, 
shapefiles can be copied and imported/exported between different graphic information systems. 

One implication of this is that mapping information used to create a map may involve tens or even 
hundreds of layers and shapefiles.  In order to manage this complexity most GIS systems provide a 
feature so that layers can be grouped together.   

For more detailed information about these matters please search the Internet. 
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6.2 Ordnance Survey and other free to download data  
The BAS gazetteer is based on Ordnance Survey free downloads.  Depending on the download, they 
sometimes cover all of the Great Britain specific grid squares (Figure 6.1) or 10km x 10km squares. 
They are available from https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/opendatadownload/products.htm 

Although free to download, the copyright terms on the use of this data mandates the inclusion of an 
acknowledgement either on the map itself or in the associated figure heading; this is a legal 
requirement of use. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1. British National Grid squares  
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6.3 British National Grid references 
Figure 6.2 highlights the fact that while most archaeologists work with British National grid 
references using the two character format, for example SU 845 612, GIS software is developed 
internationally and uses the all digit format, for example 4845 1612 without recognition of the 
lettered map squares.  Within the BAS Gazetteer system this conversion is managed by using the 
BNGletters table which has three columns: 

OSMap: which holds the two character form as shown in Figure 6.1 

EastDigit: which holds the first of the digits shown in squares in Figure 6.1 

NorthDigit: which holds the second of the digits shown in squares in Figure 6.1 

This table allows you to write SQL queries which convert the British National Grid references from 
their two character format to the all digit format required by QGIS and other GIS systems. 

6.4 Colours on maps 
This system uses colours to highlight key features on maps and defines colours using the RGB colour 
model.  This was chosen because it offers a wide range of colours to the archaeologist and is used in 
Microsoft Office products, QGIS and many other software packages and input and output devices.  
You can use a Microsoft Office tool to pick a colour; the gazetteer software will generate the 
appropriate numerical value from the chosen colour. 

The gazetteer operates by recording two variables and an example.  One variable defines the levels 
of red, green, and blue; the other (the so called alpha channel) defines the percentage of 
transparency.  Typical values are: 
 

Colour RGB value Transparency value Example 

Red 255 000 000  100  

Green  000 255 000 100  

Blue 000 000 255 100  

Figure 6.2. Colours. 
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6.5 Layers 
As explained above, a map consists of many different layers.  When displaying heritage information, 
a layer displays a body of information extracted from the heritage information table using a single 
SQL query.  This means that there are many different types of layer.  They include: 

• Hand-drawn: a layer of raster Information drawn using QGIS 
• Raster: a layer of raster information imported into QGIS.  This includes an image generated 

using a drawing package, geophysics survey results, a site plan generated using a computer 
aided design (CAD) package or a Lidar image.  Typically, these images are rectangular and 
have archaeologically significant information on a background.  They are displayed on a map 
by making the background transparent and hence invisible.  In order make this practical, 
backgrounds should be one of pure red (255 000 0000), pure green (000 255 000) or pure 
blue (000 000 255).  The actual position of the raster is defined by two BNG references for 
the top left and bottom right corners or other clearly visible points in the raster image 

• Points:  a layer of points without map depiction codes.  A point is represented by an icon 
which has a size measured in mm (for example 1.5mm), a fill colour for the centre of the 
point and an edge colour for edge of the point.  The point is drawn on the map at the given 
British National Grid reference 

• Points with map depiction codes: this defines points as above, the map depiction code has a 
font style, font size, a colour and a position relative to the point 

• Lines: a layer of lines. Each line is a sequence of two or more (polyline) connected points; 
each connection between neighbouring points will be a straight line within the context of 
the Ordnance Survey (BNG) map  

• Polygons: a layer of polygons.  Each polygon  is defined by a polyline which has its last point 
at exactly the same coordinate as its first point creating a neatly enclosed area that can be 
separately filled 

The above shows that the layer table has to hold a wide variety of information. 
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6.6 Mapping information files 
The items listed in Figure 6.3 represent information which is held in several different places.  Some 
of it is held in MS Access, not in tables, but as metadata, some is held as spreadsheets in MS 
Windows filestore and some is held in the GIS (QGIS) while some is held in more than one location.  
For example, SQL queries are best held as a Notepad file in MS Windows filestore because that 
allows you to see and edit the structure of the query, however to make it work it also needs to be 
held in MS Access.   

• Another feature of this system is that it is very difficult to get a map right first time which 
means that there will be different versions of the above.  Producing something like the maps 
shown in Figure 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 requires a lot of files so it is recommended that the LayerId 
and MapId plus a version number are used to maintain consistent naming across all this 
information. 

•  

Information  MS Windows 
filestore 

MS Access GIS File name 

SQL query Held as Notepad 
file 

Held as a query N/a Based on 
LayerId 

SQL query results 
file 

Excel spreadsheet Query N/a Based on 
LayerId 

Layer shape file Shape file N/a Layer definition Based on 
LayerId 

Map Shape file Shape file N/a Temporary info Based on 
MapId 

Map file PNG or JPEG file N/a Temporary 
information 

Based on 
MapId 

Figure 6.3. Holding Mapping information  

6.7 Layer Data files 
As shown in figure 2.8 layer data files are generated from the database to feed information into the 
GIS so that it can be used to produce a layer of a map.  Some or all of the filename is drawn from the 
LayerName in the Layer table. 

The contents of a layer data file differ depending on whether you are producing a layer of points or a 
layer of lines and polygons. 

A layer data file for producing points is effectively a spreadsheet where a row represents a point.  
The columns in the spreadsheet are: 

Label: drawn from the MapDepictionCode from the LocDepiction table  

Position west to east: drawn from the BNG in Location table  

Position south to north: drawn from the BNG in the Location table 
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6.8 Mapping tables and relationships between tables 
Figure 6.8 shows the schema for the tables used to holding the mapping information. 

 
Figure 6.8. Mapping information schema (Schema 17b)   
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7 Design of the tables to hold mapping information 
Figure 2.10 shows the detailed design of the tables to hold mapping information.  These tables are: 

7.1 Project table 
This represents a research project.  It defines an area for a set of maps. 

 
Figure 7.1 The Project table 

copied from Figure 6.8. 

 

The columns in the Project table are: 

ProjectId: uniquely identifies a row in this table 

ProjectName: simple text name of the project 

Purpose: project aim, objective, mission, etc. (think ten years down the line) 

PersonResponsible: principle project contact and responsible individual  

DateLaunched: date for start of the mapping project 

StudyAreaId:  this identifies the row in the Area table which delimits the study area 

CropAreaId: this identifies the row in the Area table which delimits the crop area used to ensure 
exact alignment of multiple mapping outputs and facilitate their transfer into publishing software 

DBAcontrol: used by the Gazetteer administrator to identify load activity on this table entry 
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7.2 Area table 
This is used to delimit a geographical area which represents a project study area, or a project crop 
area, the boundary of a map where QGIS will not place monument icons or monument depiction 
code.  Each area is delimited by a polygon of points 

The columns of the area table are: 

AreaId: uniquely identifies a row in this table 

AreaName: simple description of the Area 

AreaClass: same values as LocationClass in the 
Location table, i.e. point, line, polygon and 
imported 

ImportedLayerName: records the filename of 
a JPEG or similar file 

DBAcontrol: used by the Gazetteer 
administrator to identify load activity on this 
table entry 

7.3 AreaLine Table 
This records a series of points which mark the 
boundary of an area. 

The columns in the table are: 

AreaId: see above, combined with 
AreaLineSequence uniquely identifies a row in 
this table 

AreaLineSequence: the number of the point 
along the boundary of an area 

BNG: the British National Grid reference of a 
point along the boundary 

DBAcontrol: used by the Gazetteer 
administrator to identify load activity on this 
table entry.

 
Figure 7.2. The Area and Area Line tables 

copied from Figure 6.8. 
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7.4 ProjectMap table 
This table maintains links between a research project and its maps. The same map can be used as a 
common resource in different projects.  

 
Figure 7.3. The ProjectMap, Map and MapLayer tables 

copied from Figure 6.8. 
 

The columns in the ProjectMap table are: 

ProjId: which refers to a row in the Project table 

MapId: which refers to a row  in the Map table 

DBAcontrol: used by the Gazetteer administrator to identify load activity on this table entry 

7.5 Map table  
A row in this table represents a map.  Typically a project a generates up to 20 maps based on site 
main study area and several lower level t 

MapId: which uniquely identifies a row in this table 

MapFigureHeading: text to be inserted as the caption for the map 

MapDescription: a summary of what the map is to represent 

LegendDescription: a description of the legend that should be used with the map 

DBAcontrol: used by the Gazetteer administrator to identify load activity on this table entry 
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7.6 MapLayer table 
This table records the layers used to create a map and the order in which the layers are to be 
positioned in the stack of layers.  As explained above, this ordering is key to ensuring that the 
mapping layers derived from the heritage tables are correctly displayed. 

The columns in the MapLayer table are: 

MapId: which refers to a row in the Map table 

LayerId: which refers to a row in the Layer table 

Zorder: this defines the order of the layers in the map.  The lowest is 1 and they number upwards in 
vertical stacking. The sequence does not have to be continuous. 

DBAcontrol: used by the Gazetteer administrator to identify load activity on this table entry 

 

Note the candidate key of this table is these three columns.  Views of this table used to drive the GIS 
should the list of layers so that layer 1 is at the bottom of the list, thereby ensuring that the list in 
the view and the list in the GIS are in the same order 
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7.7 Layer table  
There is a row in this table for each of the map layers used to created a map.  This implies that there 
will be a layer data file (typically a spreadsheet) generated from the database for each layer which 
contains heritage data and a row in the GIS for that layer. 

 
Figure 7.4. Layer and SQL query tables 

copied from Figure 6.8. 
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The data held in the map layers table is: 

LayerId: which uniquely identifies a row in the table 

LayerName: the name of the layer as it appears in QGIS and the associated layer data file name  

Note: there is no sequence number for this table because we need to be using the GIS and it only 
uses names. 

LayerDescription: which explains the contents of the layer and what it represents archaeologically 

SQL: the SQL query used to generate the data file contents from the heritage tables 

IconStyle: which explains the style used to display the data in the layer data file 

LayerAccreditation: the accreditation may be required for GIS data provided by third parties.  Some 
suppliers require the information to be printed on a map containing their data    

AccreditationPosition: which identifies when the accreditation needs to appear, some suppliers 
want their accreditation printed on the map  -  

CompiledBy 

DateCreated 

DateLateUpdated 

DBAcontrol: used by the Gazetteer administrator to identify load activity on this table entry 

7.8 SQLquery table 
This table captures the SQL query used to extract the Heritage Data for the layer.  It duplicates the 
query text held directly in an Access query (if retained) and the notes file used for editing & 
formatting the query. 

The columns in the SQLquery table are: 

SQLselect: which uniquely identifies a row in this table 

Script: which contains the SQL query text 

DBAcontrol: used by the Gazetteer administrator to identify load activity on this table entry 
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8 Implementation, testing and verification 
8.1 Software used to support the BAS Gazetteer 
This system has been developed for use by voluntary sector organisations.   

The software used to develop and use the system includes: 

MS-Word: to write reports etc.  

MS-PowerPoint: to draw figures for reports  

MS-Excel:  to create database load workbooks, to receive outputs from MS Access and to manage 
database load sheets which are derived from archaeologist’s database load workbooks 

MS-Access: is the database management system supporting the BAS Gazetteer.   

This processes the SQL data definitions to create the tables and the SQL queries to extract data from 
tables for the maps, tables and charts to be added to written reports (Figure 2.1.) 

MS-Access macros are used to automate the creation of tables and relationships between tables.  

Custom built import wizard 

It should be noted that despite attempting a variety of approaches, no way was found (in Microsoft 
Office 2013) to export an Excel cell containing more than 255 characters and to import this reliably 
without truncation into Access using built-in functionality.  As a result we have developed custom 
vba (visual basic for applications) extensions to manage the export and corrresponding import via an 
xml intermediate file.  Whilst some of the checking formulae used to date in the database input 
spreadsheets are admittedly complex, the vba export/import extensions are the only custom 
programming that has been found necessary to support the current design.   

This is an important statement about the long-term maintenance requirement for the design. 

The software which was created is  

A custom vba extension is used to export table data from MS-Excel into xml files  

A custom vba extension is used to import data from the xml files and append it to database 
tables 

StarUML: is used to generate schema illustrations (Figure 3.1 and derivatives) and the text of MySQL 
data definitions systematically modified to derive the equivalent scripting to create the database 
tables in MS Access 

MS-WordPad: to format SQL data definitions and SQL queries (turning linefeeds in txt into CR+LF) 

MS-NotePad: to adjust the SQL data definitions produced by StarUML so they can be processed by 
MS-Access 
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QGIS: is the GIS used within the system.   
This has a large number of components. Those used to support the gazetteer include: 

Import files (shp, jpg/png/bmp) 

Import heritage data layers (csv) 

Layer editor: to define and edit layer definitions   

Map editor: to make layers visible/invisible within a map 

SAGA/GDAL/GRASS: used to provide specialised GIS processing, for example creating the 
115m terrain shapefiles 

Adobe Illustrator: to produce raster images for maps 

Affinity Designer: to produce raster images for maps (to be tested) 

MS-Paint: to edit raster layer inputs and mark them up with ground control points (GCP) 

This is a low cost software portfolio. Some of the MS applications are integrated into MS Windows.  
MS Office can be bought at a discount when you purchase a new computer.  StarUML and QGIS are 
downloads under free licences.  The Affinity Designer license is not expensive when compared with 
the Adobe Illustrator license.  
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8.2 The Berkshire Iron Age use case and field trial 
This use case was based on Living in the Iron Age in and around Berkshire (Hutt et al. 2009) published 
as Berkshire Archaeological Journal volume 78.  The use case used the data from the gazetteer 
published in the journal and used that data to produce three of the maps. 

The first step on the field trial was to specialise the system by designing a scheme for allocating table 
identifiers.  They could all have been allocated in the sequence 1-n but it was recognised that this 
could result in a system with very poor usability so a more ambitious scheme was devised (Hutt and 
Labram 2019). 

The next step was to establish the study area (Figure 8.1) and to download a series of datasets to 
provide the base layers of the mapping system.  These datasets were: 

• OS terrain 50 download: which gives you access to contour data in 10km x10km grid 
squares.  The 108 grid squares used as the basis for map in Figure 8.1 were  

SP00, SP01, SP10, SP11, SP90, SP91 

SU03 – SU09, SU13 – SU19, SU93 – SU99 

TL00, TL01, TL10, TL11 

TQ03 – TQ09, TQ13 – TQ19 

• Rivers: these were taken from OpenStreetMap.com but more work is required here to 
perfect the rivers on the gazetteer map 

• OS Boundary line download: which gives you access to the local government county, district 
and parish boundaries  

 
The corners of this map from the top left going clockwise are SP 0020 (400000 220000),   
TL 2020 (520000 220000), TQ 2030 (520000 130000) and SU 0030 (400000 130000) 

Figure 8.1. the Berkshire Region 
 showing the terrain, rivers, country boundaries and study area 
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The final step was loading the heritage data, which was done by a series of loads, and then 
producing maps.  These maps (Figure 8.1 and 8.2) showed that we had created a basic system 
capability.  It also showed us that more attention to detail was required if we were to produce maps 
of the quality used in Living in the Iron Age in and around Berkshire. 

 
Figure 8.2. Map of Iron Age hillforts  

with layers showing terrain, rivers, the study area and hillforts 
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Figure 8.3.  Map of Iron Age hillforts and settlements. 

with layers showing terrain, rivers, parish boundaries, the study area, with hillforts and 
settlements in the area of the Berkshire Downs with different map depiction icons and 
codes 

 

8.3 Compliance with the MIDAS standard 
The project has developed a MIDAS compliance statement.  This takes the form of an Excel 
workbook with a spreadsheet per MIDAS information group (Labram 2019).  This document records 
the level of compliance of the BAS gazetteer to the MIDAS standard.  It contains a number of 
spreadsheets. one for each MIDAS information group implemented in the BAS Gazetteer.  Each 
spreadsheet has five columns which identify: the MIDAS information element, mandatory/optional 
(MIDAS), single/repeatable (MIDAS), examples of its use (MIDAS), and how it is supported within the 
BAS gazetteer.  The spreadsheet cells are colour-coded appropriately: green for mandatory, light 
green for mandatory but constant, pink for optional, light pink with xx value for not supported in the 
BAS gazetteer. 
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